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abstract
In this paper we investigate the Tehran stock exchange (TSE) and Dow Jones Industrial
Average (DJIA) in terms of perturbed correlation matrices. To perturb a stock market,
there are two methods, namely local and global perturbation. In the local method, we
replace a correlation coefficient of the cross-correlation matrix with one calculated from
two Gaussian-distributed time series, whereas in the global method, we reconstruct the
correlation matrix after replacing the original return series with Gaussian-distributed time
series. The local perturbation is just a technical study. We analyze these markets through
two statistical approaches, random matrix theory (RMT) and the correlation coefficient
distribution. By using RMT, we find that the largest eigenvalue is an influence that is
common to all stocks and this eigenvalue has a peak during financial shocks. We find there
are a few correlated stocks that make the essential robustness of the stock market but we
see that by replacing these return time series with Gaussian-distributed time series, the
mean values of correlation coefficients, the largest eigenvalues of the stock markets and the
fraction of eigenvalues that deviate from the RMT prediction fall sharply in both markets.
By comparing these two markets, we can see that the DJIA is more sensitive to global
perturbations. These findings are crucial for risk management and portfolio selection.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The global financial system is composed of a large variety of markets, which exist across different geographic locations
and in which a broad range of financial products are traded. Despite the diversity of markets and products that are traded,
price changes of assets often respond to the same economic events and market news [1–3]. There are many reasons for us
wanting to know about correlations in price movements. The most familiar motivation is for risk management and portfolio
optimization purposes, because, when the prices of the assets held in the portfolio are correlated, large changes in the value
of a portfolio are more likely to happen [4–7]. Basically, price fluctuations stems from an imbalance between the buy and sell
orders placed by investors. This imbalance is mainly due to the heterogeneity of investors in expecting future returns [8].
The results of previous works have emphasized the complexity of financial markets [9–15]. In essence, the stock market
is an example of a complex system consisting of many interacting components [8,13,14]. The price fluctuations among
many stocks have complicated relationships. Lately, many researchers have investigated stock markets by establishing the
corresponding stock correlation networks, of which the vertices are the stocks and edges between vertices are the price
fluctuation relationships of stocks [11,12,16–20]. So, the analysis of the correlation matrix of financial networks has been an
important issue in the econophysics discipline [21–27]. That means, a correlation matrix contains a complicated structure
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of interdependence among investors. Some research has been done in investigating the correlation structure of emerging
markets [28,29]. Also, several studies have reported the differences between mature and emerging markets [30,31]. These
findings have shown that emerging markets behave differently from mature ones.
The goal of this paper is to investigate the vulnerability of the structure of the Tehran stock exchange (TSE) as an emerging
market [32,33] under global perturbation and compare it with the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) as a mature market.
The global perturbation is the reconstruction of a cross-correlation matrix of the stock market after replacing the time series
of returns by Gaussian-distributed time series, which in turn transforms correlations matrix elements Cij [8]. By utilizing
techniques, random matrix theory (RMT) and correlation coefficient distributions, we obtain significant responses induced
from a perturbed correlation matrix that is constructed from financial time series. We chose to study these specific markets
because there is little work published in the field of perturbation in emerging markets and the differences between these
markets and mature ones.
We used two different databases covering securities from the Tehran stock exchange and the Dow Jones Industrial
Average index. We analyzed the daily change of the Tehran stock market and DJIA prices in the same period of 5-yrs from
1st of April 2005 until 1st of Jul 2010.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe how to construct the cross-correlation matrix. In Section 3
we discuss the notion of global perturbation and the effect of perturbation on the mean values of the cross-correlation
coefficients. In Section 4 we apply RMT to analyze the perturbed matrices. Finally in Section 5 we draw our conclusions.
2. Cross-correlation matrix
In order to quantify correlations, we first calculate the price change (‘‘return’’) of stocks i = 1, . . . , N over a time
scale 1t
Gi (t ) = ln Si (t ) − ln Si (t − 1t )

(1)

where Si (t ) denotes the price of stocks i. Since different stocks have varying levels of volatility (standard deviation), we
define a normalized return [27]
gi (t ) =
where σi =

Gi (t ) − ⟨Gi ⟩



σi

(2)

⟨G2i ⟩ − ⟨Gi ⟩2 is the standard deviation of Gi and ⟨· · ·⟩ denotes a time average over the period studied. We

evaluate the equal-time cross-correlation matrix C with elements
Cij = ⟨gi (t )gj (t )⟩.

(3)

The elements Cij are restricted to the interval [−1, 1], where Cij = 1 defines perfect correlation, and Cij = −1 corresponds
to perfect anti-correlation. Cij = 0 corresponds to uncorrelated pairs of stocks [8,27]. Also, C is a symmetric matrix where
Cij = Cji .
3. Perturbing a correlation matrix
Perturbation destroys some features of financial time series, such as a genuine correlation between stocks, herd behavior
reflected on fat-tails of returns, etc. [8]. Therefore, by analyzing the correlation structure of a financial market, we can get to
the qualitative understanding of the relation between a whole market and its constituents [8]. To realize perturbations on
the correlation matrix of a stock market, there are two methods, namely local and global perturbations. The local approach
is performed by replacing a correlation coefficient with one calculated from two Gaussian-distributed time series [8]. The
other method is global perturbation, which we use in this paper. The term ‘global’ means the overall effect of the replacement
on all returns.
This perturbation is made of four following steps [8]:
1. Select one of the off-diagonal components of a cross-correlation matrix.
2. Identify two stocks yielding the cross-correlation coefficient of step 1.
3. Generate two white noise time series (uncorrelated series with Gaussian distribution function) and replace the original
return series of step 2 with the newly generated ones.
4. Reconstruct a cross-correlation matrix from the new set of return time series.
By steps 3 and 4, if the correlation structure is very dependent upon a specific stock and that stock selected from step 1,
we can induce a global change on it. To this end, we add a rule for performing step 1. We take a systematic approach to
selecting components of a cross-correlation matrix by sorting correlation coefficients in a descending manner and perform
step 1 from the strongest correlation to weakest one [8].
The distribution of cross-correlation coefficients is directly related to the synchronization of constituents of a complex
system [8]. In uncorrelated cases, such as the Wishart matrix, the matrix gives a Gaussian distribution and shows no
explicit co-movements among stocks. However, real financial markets show a clearly synchronized movement, which we
called the market-wide effect [4,8,15,17]. This empirical observation implies that investors consider information coming

